Your next assignment is to provide a sequence diagram for your system. The diagram should clearly describe the flow of activity through the system in response to the main or most important action that an actor on the system can initiate (main use case). The diagram should clearly identify the objects that are involved in the path through the system.

All objects appearing in the sequence diagram should appear in your specification class diagram. For every relationship in your class diagram which models part of the use case under scrutiny, you should have some activity described in the sequence diagram. Also, every activity in the sequence diagram should be depicted by a relationship appearing in the class diagrams. Check for consistency in the naming of objects, classes, and operations.

Please give a short introduction in text about the activity described and the objects involved.

Grading Key:

60% - Sequence diagram with reasonable details.
40% - Consistency:
   • consistency among all documents with respect to classes, relationships and use cases.
   • consistency among diagrams, legends, text